Customized
Payment Solutions
Metrics Global offers a comprehensive array of payment solutions for
businesses of all sizes – regardless of industry, geographic location
or business model. Our solutions support both in-person and card not
present/MOTO (mail order, telephone, or eCommerce) sales as well as
mobile payment and international payment processing. We process
over $3 billion in annual sales for clients and have earned a 99% client
retention rate.
If you are switching from another processor, as part of our strategic
consulting, Metrics Global can review the pricing received by card
category mix and often save clients hundreds if not thousands of dollars
per month in processing fees. We also provide our clients wholesale
pricing for equipment purchases so they can reduce expenses and
avoid costly leases. By delivering an immediate and significant impact
on profitability, Metrics Global helps businesses grow faster.

Global Payment Processing

Mobile Payment Processing

Metrics Global processes in over 135 currencies so our clients can
accept all major USA and international credit cards. We currently have
clients conducting business in over 60 countries.

Metrics Global offers 2 options for mobile payment processing, which
increases convenience for field operatives and customers alike:

IProcess™ Mobile Payments
Multi-Currency Processing (MCP)
MCP enables merchants who operate outside of the USA to sell products
and services in the customer’s home currency, while receiving funds in
their local currency.

iProcess uses a small, encrypted card reader which attaches to the
audio jack on a mobile phone or tablet to securely and reliably process
keyed or card swipe payments.

Compact Wireless Terminals
Cross-Currency Processing (CCP)
CCP allows US-based merchants to offer customers the option of paying
for purchases in their own currency or in US dollars.

Cash Advances
Metrics Cash Advance offers a viable, hassle-free alternative to bank
loans. With $10,000 to $1MM available to approved businesses in as
few as 3 days, you’ll have the capital you need to maintain and grow
your business.

These small, but rugged terminals combine the convenience of mobile
payment processing with the familiarity of a traditional keypad and
paper receipt for customer signature.

Non-Commissioned
Representatives
Because no Metrics employee receives financial incentives for selling our
products and services, you can be sure that the guidance you receive is
determined only by your needs and what’s best for your business.

Global Payment Gateway
With the Metrics Global Gateway, merchants can accept all major credit cards for the USA and abroad, as well as debit cards and electronic
checks. With this truly global gateway, merchants have the freedom to conduct transactions in multiple currencies worldwide, and the
flexibility to manage multiple business accounts within a single gateway account. The Metrics gateway is also certified to all USA and most
international platforms, so it can be used with nearly any processor.
The Metrics Global Gateway has several features to help corporations streamline operations and reduce administrative time and costs.

iSpyFraud™
iSpyFraud is an advanced fraud management tool that allows businesses
to proactively reduce chargebacks by eliminating most fraud in real time.
Through the use of multiple filters and instant reporting systems, you can
achieve maximum protection for your business.

Automated PCI Certification
With the automated PCI certification feature, businesses can not only
complete certification within the gateway, but also download a website
validation seal for customer assurance.

Tokenization
Our advanced data vault uses tokenization to preclude storage of financial
data on your servers and prevent employee access to raw customer data. This
supplies added identity theft protection and greater customer confidence while
allowing the convenience of secure access to card data for rebilling.

Instant International Access
Because the Metrics Global Gateway is preconfigured to accept international
credit and debit cards and allows transactions in multiple currencies, our
clients have the ability to quickly capture business overseas whenever the
opportunity presents itself.

Contact us today to discuss starting or switching your payment processing services
As worldwide leaders in providing innovative, transparent payment solutions, Metrics Global offers competitive rates, an exceptional level of service and intensive
attention to client needs. Our focus on building trust and fostering long-term client relationships has made us the world’s premier partner for merchant services.
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